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seyDoggy adds renewed life to Lights2, a Med Designs RapidWeaver theme
Published on 07/06/09
Ontario based RapidWeaver theme developer seyDoggy today is excited to release Lights2 Pro
RapidWeaver, a completely rebuilt successor to the extremely popular Lights theme
originally created by Med Designs' Scott Williams. Never one to let a great RapidWeaver
theme die, seyDoggy would like to introduce the totally rebuilt Lights2 Pro. Lights2 is a
polished, highly flexible theme capable of meeting a wide variety of design needs, from
blogs to photo albums and everything in between.
Kitchener, Ontario Canada - RapidWeaver theme developer seyDoggy today is excited to
release Lights2 Pro RapidWeaver, a completely rebuilt successor to the extremely popular
Lights theme originally created by Med Designs' Scott Williams. Since shutting down their
RapidWeaver theme operations in late 2008, Med Designs has exclusively trusted seyDoggy
Web and Graphic Design for their theme support and distribution. seyDesign is proud to be
the sole distributor of the entire Med Designs line, and successfully upgraded all Med
Designs themes to RapidWeaver 4 compatibility, bolstering them wherever possible with
extra features.
"One of the things that drew me to the Scott [Williams] Med Designs theme library was the
original Lights theme" says seyDoggy Lead Developer Adam Merrifield. "When Med Designs
closed up shop I knew that the Lights theme had to live on. It's timeless, elegant, and
open to so many possibilities."
Never one to let a great RapidWeaver theme die, seyDoggy would like to introduce the
totally rebuilt Lights2 Pro. Lights2 is a polished, highly flexible theme capable of
meeting a wide variety of design needs, from blogs to photo albums and everything in
between. One of seyDoggy's Pro themes (mid-grade offerings that typically come with a
comprehensive set of features, while also maintaining a certain ease of use), Lights2 Pro
offers users a wide variety of easy-to-use features, including:
* 10 customizable headers
* Header height adjustment
* RWmultitool ready
* Comprehensive color control
* Width control
* Sidebar width and positioning adjustment
Lights2, seyDoggy's 27th commercially available theme, is also the first Pro theme enabled
with the popular ExtraContent feature, an open source collaborative technology that allows
usable content spaces in RapidWeaver (e.g. built-in blog pages, photo albums, Flash
slideshows, or iFrame pages) to be extended beyond what the application would normally
allow, offering the user additional usable space and, along with that, a wide variety of
new opportunities for enhanced creative expression. With ExtraContent, it is now
possible to add a personal touch to previously unreachable areas of a page, by adding a
lifestream (Twitter, LastFM, Delicious, etc.) below a blog page, adding a Web 2.0 footer
to a site's file sharing page, or performing another of the many potential modifications.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4.11 Tiger or 10.5.2 Leopard
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* RapidWeaver 3.6.7 or RapidWeaver 4.x
* RWmultitool Lite Optional
Pricing and Availability:
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Lights2 Pro is available now for $16.49 CAD at seyDoggy's online RapidWeaver theme store.
seyDesign:
http://www.seydesign.com
Lights2 Pro:
http://www.seydesign.com/themes/Lights2/
Lights2 Preview:
http://showcase.seydesign.com/Lights2/
Purchase Lights2:
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=Lights2WIL30MER&cl=1783&ejc=2
Screenshot:
http://www.seydesign.com/images/themes/Lights2_safari_309w_261h.jpg

Headquartered in Kitchener, Ontario Canada, seyDoggy is a privately funded company founded
in 2005 by Adam Merrifield. Leveraging their longtime experience in web and graphic
design, seyDoggy's goal is to develop great looking theme designs for RapidWeaver, and
lead to the creation of seyDesign. Known for developing the first commercially available
theme with split navigation, seyDesign is responsible for continually pushing the limits
of RapidWeaver. seyDoggy also offers consulting services for companies looking to enter
the web design industry or who don't want to hire full time staff to manage their own
internet or intranet web systems. Copyright 2005-2009 seyDoggy. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries. RapidWeaver, and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software
Limited.
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